Abstract-In outside the body HIFU treatment that focused ultrasound beams hit severely with cancer tissue layer especially the soft one, at the time of passage of the body different layers as long as they want to reach tumor, put their own way components under mechanical and even thermal influence and they can cause skin lesions. To reduce this effect a specific mechanical model can be used that means body tissue is considered as a mechanical model, it is affected when passing sound mechanical waves through it and each layer has an average heat. Gradually sound intensity decreases through every layer passage, finally in one direction a decreased intensity sound reach tumor tissue. If sound propagated directions increase, countless waves with decreased intensity are gathered upon the tumor tissue that causes a lot of heat focus on tumor tissue. Depending on the kind and mechanical properties of the tissue, intensity of each sound wave when it passes through tissue can be controlled to reduce damages outside the tumor tissue.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, ultrasound beams apart from diagnosis and ultrasound imaging is used in treatment process such as the treatment of cancers (HIFU), stone crushing in the body, outside the body, rehabilitation and injection and detection of hematological parameters. Cancers treatment is one of ultrasound uses to which is done inside the body and outside the body. Some external damages and skin lesions have been reported in outside the body therapy methods which are used more in treatment of abdominal soft tissue cancers. Many of the articles have worked on methods of heat gaining during the therapy with HIFU but examining method based on tissue mechanical model is a new approach. [2] Today, several people have worked on thermal effects during treatment. In one of these reports, the thermal effect on the tissue and its cooling system is considered and it is tried to obtain thermal coefficients using reverse engineering in solving bioheat equation that dont harm tissue. Of course this action is considered in time process and in hyperthermia treatment but tissue is severed in HIFU and physiotherapy practice isnt done. In discussing HIFU and its thermal effects in the treatment process, when the ultrasound waves are radiated tissue, because changing in some tissue thermal parameters and by simulation of KZK equations using acoustic waves field and coefficients of tissue, heat distribution is calculated at the time of treatment. The dimensions of the transducer, the distance from the tissue and radiation time is also effective in heat distribution along with the tissue coefficients and tissue specific heat coefficient. [7] [1] [6] In HIFU treatment, laser radiation could be used along with the sound waves. Since laser waves have wavelength and every body tissue absorbs a wavelength can be absorbed. In fact they select that tissue. When the laser is absorbed in the tissue, causes temperature raise of the tissue. In the meantime, ultrasound waves can be radiated to the desired tissue. Being these together makes the treatment more precise and at the same time increase of the tissue heat. However in this manner when the depth is greater laser cant have a major influence? [10] . Usually bio heat equations are used to simulate the heat. Sound waves are propagated with a wave equation. Propagated wave form, its distribution manner has an impact on the KZK equation. Diffraction occurs when the sound enters the tissue. Existence of this phenomenon causes waves are constantly diffracting when they come out of the piezoelectric cell until they reach the target tumor tissue. Number of piezoelectric cells, transducer diameter, and distance from the tissue, the tissue thickness and the overall angle of diffraction causes a heat and pressure at the center tissue. Different methods except ionizing methods such as microwave, radiofrequency, laser, optical and ultrasound methods are used for the treatment of soft tissue cancers. [19] In all of these methods, it is important to detect heat amount in the treatment process. MRI imaging techniques can be used for heat tracing. Treatment process heat tracking with this method, is called MR thermometry. MRI in this way is used in many medical treatments for examining cancer treatment improving and tracing accuracy of treatment and comparison is made. [11] [13] [14] Piezoelectric cells that are used for treatment in HIFU, are in a spherical dish and make focal intensified waves in the tumor spot, they can be used to make a tissue slow or treat it in non-invasive manner. Geometry form and dimensions of the transducer, gender like PZT and type of piezoelectric cells arrangement, and piezoelectric cells acoustic impedance are important in type of generated heat. R. Martinez, A., Vera, L. and colleagues marked the piezoelectric cells in this way. They could obtain best type of piezoelectric cell and its arrangement based on frequency and based on a finite element method based on MATLAB simulation software. This examining method causes reducing the least heat in the treatment process that is performed in the piezoelectric cell and treatment process is done more efficiently. [12] [15] At the time of treatment with HIFU the dose term is used at the time of energy receiving in the tumor area. M Costaand his colleges at the time of treatment with HIFU used optical CT device and imaging simultaneously with a volumetric chemical dosimeter called PRESAGEWhich is made of polyurethane and at the time of using sound waves changes color according to heat in the focal point based on optical imaging for heat calibration of HIFU device. [4] [16] Using gel phantom with entering some bubbles in it and applying HIFU waves, heat degree varies despite existence of some bubbles. If bubbles are injected vibrationally, convert ultrasound kinetic energy into thermal energy. Radial movements and changes of HIFU waves in this phantom are simulated numerically and then are compared with the actual value and the impact of micro-bubbles is reviewed in the process. [18] The overall structure of this article is to explain design model components in Section 2, mechanical model components of the tissue in Section 3, results and laboratory works in Section 4, the benefits of this method in Section 5 and overall results of the study in 6.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Since in treatment with HIFU mechanical beam is used and treatment is done with two ways of inside the body and outside the body, in outside the body treatment methods, if tumor is in body depth, intensified sound beam should pass soft tissues before hitting tumor. Because of being mechanical, wave influences on healthy soft tissues and even in some cases causes dermal damages. Producer Company named China HIFU reported some skin lesions in treatment of soft tissue tumors. Despite inventing MR-HIFU systems, led us toward using a mechanical model and using tissue binary feature that tissue parameters can be extracted using elastography or lab, made entering sound to tissue mechanical model and obtained pressure and heat in each layer through Simulink MATLAB. If the temperature or pressure in any direction is to the extent that cause skin lesions, in the same direction is extracted with respect to tissue parameters and in biophysical cases that the temperature degree should not exceed 2
• C in order to damage not occur, sound wave intensity from transducer in the same direction can be changed. The model creating and modeling manner in the software environment is a unique method that nowhere pressure and heat extracted from HIFU had not been discussed in this way. However, this amount of extracted heat and pressure should be compared with practical example that unfortunately due to lack of HIFU device in Iran, the extracted cases and done with HIFU simulation are considered by the FDA as an official reference of data comparison and being standard.
All the variables, variable with time in the project are not considered, and even the blood supply system that is a cooling parameter at the time of treatment with HIFU, is not considered. Hope that in the future with the acquisition of equipment and practical tests with completing the simulation and adding mentioned parameters using Simulink Sim mechanical environment animation; works more like the reality are done. In the project using a sheep kidney, measured and divided in equal parts in lab using mechanical parameters measurement device, obtained parameters were measured and entered simulator environment and with applying a HIFU wave in one direction, resulting heat on a kidney tissue that is in phantom is obtained.
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
In the model where is based on three elements of mass, spring and damper using Simulink Toolbox MATLAB software version2015a has been used. In HIFU process that mechanical sound waves are applied to the tissue based on ultrasound focused and intensified waves, if the tissue is assumed to be a mechanical tissue, it can be considered to be comprised of three members of mass, spring and damper. Damper and spring values according to tissue coefficients are derived from the following equation:
In these equations, F is applied force to the spring or damper, k, spring rate and is the coefficient of damper viscosity. In physics or tissue lab, tissue values can be obtained, obtaining viscosity and springy values of tissue based on simulation in MATLAB software, amount of heat in each layer of tissue is obtained. If the type of tissue, for example, is supposed to be a kidney, knowing its acoustic impedance degree and putting the speed of sound in soft tissue and kidney tissue acoustic impedance whose values are respectively the values in Table  I [8] [17] . Using the HIFU simulator software [10] that has been mentioned in FDA site and is to simulate HIFU, the pressure and temperature at each layer of tissue is obtained and compared. 
A. INTRODUCING THE INPUT SIGNAL OF HIFU
To use in simulation phase in Simulink MATLAB space as shown in Fig. 1 , to simulate HIFU waves, a saw tooth wave is used. We consider SPL, PD signal as follows [8] :
For the pulse, SPL, PD value is subject to change based on the following values:
In these equations SPL is adjustable according to longitudinal dimension and PD based on the dimension of time (spatial and temporal length of pulse). In these equations, n is number of damped pulse oscillations, T, pulse period and λ is the wavelength of a pulse oscillation, it means that parameters of wavelength, period and number of oscillations can be changed for changing the spatial and temporal length. If Fig. 1 input signal as a mechanical signal enters into a layer of mass, spring and damper, will weaken sound. Weakened sound is absorbed by the mechanical tissue as thermal energy and remaining pass through it as weakened mechanical waves. In Fig. 3 , when the ultrasound waves 
B. INTRODUCING MODEL COMPONENTS
In this model, body tissue is modelled as mechanical elements. In this model spring is considered as tissue elasticity and damper as a spring -resistant and spring fixer. The resulting force is stored as a total result in intended mass (Fig. 4) . According to a performed project report for HIFU simulator, it was performed by a blue phantom that target tissue was within it and obtained the heat and pressure results in the Cartesian directions [9] . Accordingly, by applying HIFU wave, ISO shape of heat dose is obtained in a certain range of the Phantom. This application is also used in FDA that is as a medical device measure reference. Accordingly, it is intended to be a beam of sound waves to pass directly and reach a tissue. In simulation that was performed using SIMULINK MATLAB, three layers were considered that these three layers can be considered in line with a beam of Fig. 3 ultrasound wave. If the tissue is taken into account with mechanical properties, consists of three mentioned elements. Viscoelasticity of tissue can be determined by digital signal processing works even with passing mechanical and acoustic wave [5] . Accordingly in the following Fig layer and each layer based on the mechanical properties is considered. The temperature of each layer should be measured. Following formula is used to do so under the terms of the heat degree electrical rules in two ends of resistance:
In this equation, R is the electrical resistance, I, electrical current and W is generated thermal energy. If according to the binary rules, resistance amount of a damper is supposed to be a number like b and corresponding to electric current in mechanics, sound speed is assumed v, heat amount in two ends of damper that causes heat in the model is obtained from the following equation:
The heat is the product of two parameters multiplication. This product can be displayed at two ends of each layer. It should be mentioned that in the simulation the time dependent variable and time varying viscosity is not assumed. Even with thermal sensors, the heat can be obtained at the ends of each layer as it is done in a separate simulation. 
C. LIVER, KIDNEY COMPONENTS PARAMETER
We divide a sheep kidney weighing 61.07 grams into four equal parts and the size and weight of each piece based on measurement with Verniercalliper and accurate scale is as Fig. 6, 7 . Additionally the measurement system can draw strain and shear stress of one ships kidney same as Fig. 9 therefore we can obtain much more mechanical data of kidney. [h!] Shear stress and strain curves for a With putting the values of mass, spring, damper in Fig. 3 , HIFU pressure on a tissue comprised of a layer of kidney can be obtained. In the phantom that is designed as follows, 
IV. RESULTS
Using data obtained from kidney tissue with placement in Fig. 5 simulation, amount of heat wave in three layers of kidney tissue can be obtained by applying HIFU wave .With average heat from resulting heat in the three tissues, and an average temperature in kidney tissue is estimated. Using the HIFU simulator software of FDA site, heat degree can be obtained based on FDA is official reference of standard of medical equipment according to Fig. 11 charts by placement of acoustic impedance and sound velocity in the kidney tissue. In these comparisons this should be noted that the blood flows heat sink that makes the tissue cool is ignored and all time variable values have not been considered. If we had access to real transducer in Iran could do more accurate comparison. For central Point of kidney tissue, heat degree was 90
• C with HIFU simulator Software and with MATLAB simulator was 79
• C which this difference in being low of the number of layers of kidney, can be lack of attention to the blood supply. With this simulator it is hoped that the input heat degree can be changed using the input ultrasound wave to prevent the skin lesions reported during treatment with HIFU (Fig.13 ).
V. DISCUSSIONS
Look at the Fig.11 Layer model, the outermost layer of body is skin and pressure and heat leave their maximum amount on skin. Ultrasound beams are entered into the tissue from the skin. According to formula:
In this equation, is linear attenuation coefficient, z is depth and I is sound intensity that in the formula intensity and thickness of each layer becomes less gradually. If the pressure or temperature at the outermost layer is not calculated, leads to burning of tissue or damage of tissue. To avoid tissue damage, we should set the intensity and time of sound passes externally. For this purpose, at first the mechanical model of Fig. 3 was used to apply according to waves tissue specifications. In this model and project, since we did not have access to a real HIFU device and a human tissue, a kidney and liver of a sheep at a later stage in Fig.  6 phantom were used. In all of these steps, variable was not Fig. 11 . The generated heat shape for kidney tissue by FDA taken into account with time, it is hoped that in later trials for more accuracy, variable with time was taken into account. FDA site software was used due to lack of real access. Much of this simulation was done in HFU for tissue protection and optimization of treatment planning. As ultrasound safety reports are available, ultrasound beams should always be kept in safe limit even during treatment to prevent physical and thermal damage of healthy tissue. This is important when by Association of Medical Physics of America is placed in safe phase in ultrasound beam treatment phase to prevent tissue damage (Fig. 13) . Example of safe environment graph of ultrasound and tissue damage that is created during treatment and non -compliance with safety standards comes in the following forms. With the completion of the modeling and having practical devices, Simulation parameters can be more complete and by obtaining the amount of heat in each layer, further tissue damage can be prevented in the future.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We used a sheep kidney tissue with definite specifications and obtained its strain and stress values after dividing it into distinct layers with specific dimensions. Those values were put in designed mechanical model then ultrasound beams were applied to it in mechanical wave form. In this model, using temperature and binary sensors, obtained the temperature in each layer and compared it with HIFU simulation software in FDA site. Given that in the project, the weight and viscoelasticity properties of tissue have been considered and in FDA model just tissue type is considered regarding acoustic impedance and the speed of sound in tissue, comparison was made. In this comparison thermal values error in our model is about 12% compared to the FDA error. It is possible that a lot of this error is related to simulation and comparison type error which is important and is removable in clinical trials. This comparison is considered to prevent tissue damage. In HIFU, In fact, the amount of heat in each layer reduces gradually. But phenomenon of overall effects causes a lot of pressure is applied on the tumor location or final that is attempted to consider overall work addition with this model in the next projects.
